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Postwar Tournament Grounds
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In 1865–1866, returning Confederates and others used this area as
a tournament ground. Local resident Forster A. Sondley recalled
these events:
The rider at full speed attempted to catch on his sabre a metal
ring of about two inches in diameter suspended from the arm of an
upright post which projected about half way over the course. … [In
addition], two posts about as high as a house … were surmounted by
slender upright wooden pegs about six inches high, on top of which
were fastened wooden balls four inches in diameter so that the pegs
would constitute necks. The rider galloping by attempted to sever
these necks with his sabre so that the balls would fall to the ground.
… Then the effort was to catch the ring on a long lance. … About the
same time was revived … the barbarous old English practice of the
days of Shakespeare called a ‘gander-pulling’ in which instead of
the ring was suspended a live gander with greased head and neck,
while every rider attempted to pull off the bird’s head.
The site later became Asheville’s first baseball field and was also
used for picnics, political speeches, and other public gatherings.
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